PRODUCERS: Give this script to your announcer and have him/her announce the WSRRA
Premier and National Sponsors!
8 SECONDS WHISKY
On the trail or after the show ..... 8 Seconds Whisky adds a definitive high note to any gathering.
Smooth. Refined. Mellow and inviting. 8 Seconds Whisky is a brawny Canadian Whisky .... the
perfect blend of hard work and craftsmanship with finesse. 8 Seconds Whisky is a proud
sponsor of WSRRA! 8 Seconds Whisky,Ride em' hard, drink em' smooth! Log onto 8 Seconds
Whisky dot com for product details! Also, try our new Honey Cinnamon whisky! "Ride em' hard,
drink em' smooth" 8 Seconds Whisky 8 Seconds Whisky is the proud sponsor of the WSRRA.
RAM RODEO
Since 1981, Ram Truck has been the official vehicle of professional rodeo. In 2014, the 6.4 L
HEMI V-8 and Cummins 6.7L Turbo Diesel have the horsepower to be a part of the most
powerful lineup of trucks and new engineering that adds up to one powerful, capable and
tough heavy duty truck. The Ram Rodeo Series, along with local dealers, spend several million
dollars every year supporting rodeo. More than 500 rodeos are sponsored annually by RAM.
THANK YOU RAM!
TWISTED X BOOTS
Twisted X Boots is the fastest growing footwear brand in the western industry. Twisted X has
the right footwear for where ever life takes you. Twisted X understands and supports the
western lifestyle. That's why Twisted Xis proud to be a national sponsor of the Western States
Ranch Rodeo Association. So, when you think comfort and performance, think Twisted X.
BIG BEND TRAILERS
Tough trailers built for tough country. Designed by a rancher and loaded with standard features
to make your life easier. These trailers live up to their motto "Ranch Tough at a Fair Price". Visit
bigbendtrailers.com to learn more and see our gallery page. Big Bend Trailers is proud to be the
official trailer sponsor of the WSRRA!
YETI
YETI Coolers are built to be indestructible and keep ice for days. Built for going toe-to-toe with
hungry grizzlies. Built for the prepared. Built for better Monday morning water cooler talk. Built
for the long haul. Built for the wild.
VETRECYN
Vetrecyn, Your first line of defense for your horses and livestock.
FAY RANCHES
Fay Ranches has been providing brokerage and advisory services for the acquisition and sale of
significant land assets since 1992. While not forgetting our roots as a sporting ranch company,
we have expanded our focus and expertise to include the finest farms, ranches, timberland,
plantations, and vineyards from coast to coast. Over the last three decades, we have built a
network of relationships, including our Strategic Alliance with Texas-based Republic Ranches.
We continue to lead the industry with our consistent ability to source land opportunities for
investors and use our unrivaled reach and marketing platform to handle the sale of exceptional
land assets. Fay Ranches is headquartered in Bozeman, Montana, with offices across the United
States, from Oregon to Tennessee.

WCVA
Winnemucca is a jewel found in the very center of Northern Nevada. Known for outstanding
hospitality, Winnemucca has often been referred to as the “friendliest town in Nevada.” With
24-hour gaming action, endless recreational opportunities, rich community history, quality
accommodations, and great dining options, Winnemucca is the place to be.

This event is sanctioned with the Western States Ranch Rodeo. The WSRRA Western States Ranch Rodeo
Association started for one reason: to allow the full time and the average day working cowboy, working
men and women, to have an opportunity to compete in sanctioned ranch rodeo events. For years, other
associations have catered to only the full-time ranch-hand competitor, leaving a large gap for those who
work full time in other professions. By including full time ranch cowboys, smaller ranches and part-time
cowboy contenders, the WSRRA will considerably enrich the ranch rodeo sport, bringing in fresh talent,
showcasing more skills and encouraging seniors, women and youths to participate in a family atmosphere.
Only by continuing to expand the opportunities for all ranch rodeo competitors do we ensure that the
ranch rodeo heritage will continue for generations to come.
The American cowboy has been a worldwide icon since the early 1800s. Today the heritage, values, and
traditions of the working ranch are still alive and well. Ranch cowboys are out there living the lifestyle –
calving, branding, gathering and doctoring cattle – keeping our ranching traditions alive.
The WSRRA was formed in 2010 to promote and preserve these traditions through a sanctioned ranch
rodeo association. Full time, part time/day working ranch cowboys or anyone else who enjoys competing
in ranch rodeo events are welcome!
All qualifying ranch teams and top fifteen individual event contestants will be invited to compete at the
annual WSRRA National Finals Rodeo held the first week of November in Winnemucca, Nevada.

